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Abstract 

A simple formula relates lava discharge rate to the heat radiated per unit time from the surface of active 
lava flows (the “thermal proxy”). Although widely used, the physical basis of this proxy is still debated. In 
the present contribution, lava flows are approached as open, dissipative systems that, under favorable 
conditions, can attain a non-equilibrium stationary state. In this systems framework, the onset, growth and 
demise of lava flow units can be explained as a self-organization phenomenon characterized by a given 
temporal frequency defined by the average life span of active lava flow units. Here, I review empirical, 
physical, and experimental models designed to understand and link the flow of mass and energy through a 
lava flow system, as well as measurements and observations that support a “real world” view. I set up two 
systems: active lava flow system (or ALFS) for flowing, fluid lava and a lava deposit system for solidified, 
cooling lava. The review highlights surprising similarities between lava flows and electric currents, which 
typically work under stationary conditions. An electric current propagates almost instantaneously through 
an existing circuit, following the Kirchhoff law (a least dissipation principle). Flowing lavas, in contrast, build 
up a slow-motion “lava-circuit” over days, weeks or months by following a gravity-driven path down the 
steepest slopes. Attainment of a steady-state condition is hampered (and the classic thermal proxy does not 
hold) if the supply stops before completion of the “lava-circuit”. Although gravity determines initial flow 
path and extension, the least dissipation principle means that subsequent evolution of mature portions of 
the active lava flow system is controlled by increasingly insulated conditions. 
 

 

 
Introduction 

 
The flanks of active basaltic volcanoes 

are often densely populated so that lava 
flows constitute a significant threat to 
property and infrastructure (e.g. Duncan et 
al. 1981; Mattox et al. 1993; Barberi et al. 
2003; Rowland et al. 2005; Favalli et al. 
2009a, 2012a; Bartolini et al. 2014; Harris et 
al. 2016; Richter et al. 2016). However, the 
complexity of the thermal, rheological, and 
dynamic properties of a basaltic mixture of 
fluid, crystals and vesicles has hampered a 
complete and unequivocal understanding of 
their emplacement, and a comprehensive 
connection between observations and 
theory is still missing. The problem that this 

issue raises is illustrated by the debate 
regarding derivation of lava discharge rate 
from the thermal signature of active lava 
flows (Dragoni and Tallarico 2009; Harris and 
Baloga 2009; Garel et al. 2015).  

Efforts to determine a relation 
between the heat radiated from erupted 
lavas and the relevant mass dates back to 
the pioneering works of Yokoyama (1957) 
and Herdervari (1963), which quantified the 
amount of energy released by lavas emitted 
during selected eruptions, once the whole 
(known) volume of lava completely cooled 
down from eruption to ambient 
temperature. Later, Friedman and Williams 
(1968) used satellite infra-red data for the 
first attempt to convert radiated energy to 
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volume flux during the 1966 Surtsey 
eruption (Iceland).  

Scandone (1979) included the heat 
carried by the volatile phase, and a 
comprehensive and vibrant account of the 
progress in this field can be found in Harris 
(2013). For the purpose of the present work, 
one must mention the landmark work of 
Pieri and Baloga (1986), which proposed a 
linear relationship between discharge rate 
and lava plan area for Hawaiian lava flows. 
The so called “thermal proxy” for the 
retrieval of the time-averaged discharge rate 
from the instantaneous heat loss at actively 
flowing lava is largely credited to those 
authors, who built upon earlier theoretical 
works (e.g. Danes 1972; Park and Iversen 
1984). Further refinements of the original 
method of Pieri and Baloga (1986) have been 
provided by Crisp and Baloga (1990), Harris 
et al. (1997), Wright et al. (2001) and Harris 
et al. (2007a).  

The thermal proxy is currently widely 
applied and provides generally consistent 
results (e.g. Harris and Ripepe 2007; Coppola 
et al 2009; Vicari et al. 2009; Ganci et al. 
2013). Harris and coworkers illustrated that 
the linear relationship between discharge 
rate and lava plan area is essentially 
empirical and needs to be scaled on a case-
to-case basis to account for local conditions 
(e.g. rheological and topographic influences 
on flow spreading, Harris and Baloga 2009, 
Harris et al. 2010, Harris 2013). The linear 
relationship is also based on critical 
assumptions in the model (e.g. a constant 
flow thickness in the lava channel or a 
constant temperature of the crust), which 
are known to be a crude approximation of 
reality (Wright et al. 2001; Harris and Baloga 
2009). 

One of the controversial points of the 
classic thermal proxy approach is that a 
time-independent thermal steady-state is 
assumed to apply. The existence of an initial 
transient time necessary to attain stationary 

conditions has been suggested by several 
authors (e.g. Garel et al. 2012, 2014, 2015; 
Coppola et al. 2013). Expanding on the 
theory of the thermal proxy (e.g. Wright et 
al. 2001), Coppola et al. (2013) introduced a 
“characteristic time” necessary for a 
spreading of the system to attain its 
maximum extent, but did not clarify how the 
characteristic time was linked to attainment 
of a thermal steady state. Instead, Garel et 
al. (2012, 2014, 2015) formulated their own 
thermal proxy (a dynamic proxy, as opposed 
to the classic or static proxy) through 
application of fluid-dynamics theory coupled 
with analog experiments using both 
isoviscous and solidifying liquids. The point 
made by Garel et al. (2012, 2014, 2015) was 
that consideration of the fluid-dynamics of 
cooling gravity currents permits a better 
understanding of the behavior of lava flows, 
allowing the transient time necessary to 
attain a thermal steady state to be assessed. 
However, the main issue of the thermal 
proxy is perhaps that, in spite of its 
considerable success, the basis of the 
method is empirical, and a clear physical 
foundation remains elusive (Dragoni and 
Tallarico 2009; Harris and Baloga 2009; Garel 
et al. 2012). 

In reviewing the progress of the 
thermal approach over the years, it seems 
that a substantial effort has been produced 
in the development of methods for 
processing of the thermal signal, such as 
approaches to un-mix thermally mixed pixels 
(e.g. the dual band method of Dozier 1980 
and following refinements of Oppenheimer 
1993; Flynn and Mouginis-Mark 1994, 
McCabe et al. 2008). Somewhat less 
attention has, however, been paid in the 
interpretation of this signal in light of what 
we have learned in the meantime about the 
dynamics of lava flows. The impression is 
that there is a bridge to be constructed 
between different areas of knowledge in 
order to derive a more inclusive picture, and 
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the present review is an attempt to move a 
step forward towards this goal.  

In order to limit possible 
inconsistencies, I set out the present analysis 
starting from specific test cases which have 
been studied in detail, so that we can 
reasonably say that we know the “ground 
truth” of the lava dynamics (Hon et al. 1994; 
Self et al. 1998; Favalli et al. 2010; Tarquini 
and de’ Michieli Vitturi 2014 and references 
therein). The emitted thermal signal, being a 
consequence of the dynamics of the system, 
is considered later. Avoiding any critical 
assumptions about the thermal structure or 
the geometry of the lava body (e.g. a 
constant thickness of the flow, or a constant 
temperature of the crust), I identify a 
specific reference system which is taken to 
represent the main source of the thermal 
anomaly during lava emplacement. We will 
see that this is an open system (i.e. a system 
exchanging both mass and energy with its 
surroundings) that evolves consistently away 
from its thermodynamic equilibrium, and 
which is arranged in structures constituted 
by lava flow-units, a well-known entity 
(Nichols 1936; Walker 1971; Wadge 1978; 
Kilburn and Lopes 1988, 1991). Within the 
framework of non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics, this system can attain a 
non-equilibrium, but steady, state when the 
point of maximum heat dissipation is being 
approached. This point occurs when the 
mass of the system also approaches its 
maximum so that the rate of mass released 
from the open system equals the mass input. 
Review of mass and energy fluxes through 
the system clarifies the physical basis of the 
thermal proxy, and also provides an 
explanation for the amount of time 
necessary to attain stationary conditions. 

This theoretical understanding is then 
supported by a review of observed 
emplacement dynamics for different types of 
flow unit. While inflating sheet flows tend to 
approach a steady state condition in a 

smooth and regular way, channelized flows 
are much more unstable, with high rates of 
heat and mass dissipation per unit length 
and frequent abandonment of old units 
followed by the birth of new ones that cause 
system instability. Finally, this review reveals 
unsuspected analogies between the basic 
energy balance equation for an active lava 
and the energy balance equations for an 
electric current or a gravity current (under 
steady state conditions). 

 
Lava flow emplacement: an open system 
evolving far from its thermodynamic 
equilibrium 
 

While magma remains stored 
underground below a volcano, the magmatic 
system exchanges very little energy and 
mass with its surroundings, and can be 
considered an adiabatic system that is 
evolving near the thermodynamic 
equilibrium (e.g. Mastin and Ghiorso 2001). 
When an effusive eruption occurs, the 
system experiences a transition from 
adiabatic conditions to strongly dissipative 
conditions (i.e. non-equilibrium) as the 
magma moves through the conduit (La Spina 
et al. 2016) and is emplaced on the Earth’s 
surface. In the subaerial or submarine 
environment, lavas attain thermal 
equilibrium with their surroundings by 
releasing a large amount of heat (a 
temperature drop of order 103 °C). Erupted 
lavas are able to flow only during the initial 
part of the temperature drop, when the 
system still behaves like a liquid. Thus, 
emplacement of a lava flow occurs far from 
thermodynamic equilibrium, as recently 
acknowledged in works dealing with the syn-
emplacement evolution of lava texture and 
rheology (Chevrel et al. 2013; Kolzenburg et 
al. 2016; 2017). 

Now, if we agree that the 
emplacement of lava flows occurs when the 
lava can actually flow, this condition 
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provides the key to identifying the physical 
boundary of a specific system taken as 
reference, hereafter termed the active lava 
flow system (ALFS). The ALFS can be defined 
as the portion of the erupted lava which is 
connected to the active source of supply and 
which continues to behave like a liquid (i.e. 
can flow), constituting the molten fraction of 
active flow units. The ALFS is clearly an open 
system evolving in non-equilibrium, because 
it continuously receives in input mass and 
energy from the vent (i.e. molten lava and 
heat advected) and continuously exports 
mass and energy towards the surroundings 
as lava cools down through an intermediate 
viscoelastic condition (James et al. 2004; 
Hoblitt et al. 2012) and becomes part of the 
solid “lava deposit” system (Figure 1). 

 
I ascribe moving, solid crust on the 

surface of an active lava flow to the “lava 
deposit” portion of the system, because it 
does not actively participate in the flow 
process, it is just passively transported down 
flow for a given period of time. The newly 
formed “lava deposit” is still far from 
thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, 
and continues to cool by releasing heat into 
its cooler, surrounding environment 
(Wooster et al. 1997; Harris 2013 p.261; 
Coppola et al. 2015). However, the rate of 
heat dissipation for the “lava deposit” is 
typically significantly lower than that of the 
ALFS. 

It is possible to define an ALFS to 
account for the entire mass of lava supplied 
during an effusive eruption, in which case it 
is a “total ALFS”, but an ALFS can be defined 
also for a single flow unit out of many, 
simultaneously active flow units. In the latter 
case it is a “local ALFS” and it “accounts” 
only for the lava supplied to the specific flow 
unit (Figure 2). 

 
An ALFS, just like any other open 

system, can achieve a non-equilibrium 
steady or stationary state only when both 
the mass budget and the energy budget are 
zero, i.e., when the rate of input of mass into 
the system = the rate of output of mass from 
the system; and the rate of input of energy = 
the rate of output of energy. In general, a 
non-equilibrium system in steady-state can 
be a system in which nothing is physically 
still (Figure 3). 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Sketch of a channelized flow unit 
(modified after Kilburn 2000). Only the orange 
part belongs to the ALFS (active lava-flow 
system, =hot lava actively flowing), while gray 
and white are made of cooled lava belonging 
to the lava deposit (e.g. levees and crust). 
Black arrow indicates flow direction. 

 

 
Figure 2. sketch of total (a) and local (b) ALFS. The total ALFS in (a) accounts for the whole supply and 
includes all the active flow units. The local ALFS in (b) accounts only for the lava supplying the considered 
flow unit (bright orange). 
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 The non-equilibrium limit for flow units: the 
structural relaxation time “τs” 

In the non-equilibrium framework 
used here to set current understanding of 
lava flows, the concept of “flow unit” 
assumes a specific character. In the present 
section I reconsider in detail this crucial item 
which constitutes the actual building block of 
lava flows (Kilburn and Lopes 1991). 

Following the original work of Walker 
(1971, 1973) regarding lava flow units and 
the relation between discharge rate and unit 
length, a general consensus was reached 
that the relation between the maximum 
length attained by lava flow unit and 
discharge rate depends on whether the 
system is “cooling-limited” or “volume-
limited” (e.g. Malin 1980; Guest et al. 1987; 
Wilson et al. 1993; Pinkerton and Wilson 
1994). In the volume-limited case, if the 
supply stops, then the flow ceases to 
advance shortly afterwards. Instead, in the 
cooling-limited case as the flow proceeds 
downhill, the lava cools and its viscosity 
increases, higher viscosity means greater 
“resisting force”, and when the “driving 
force” (gravity) is eventually balanced, the 
flow stops advancing even if effusion 

continues (e.g. Wilson et al. 1993; Harris and 
Rowland 2009; Castruccio et al. 2013).  

However, the dichotomy of volume- vs 
cooling-limited flow units does not explain 
the typical flow diversion process, in which a 
flow unit supplied at a steady rate (and 
which could apparently keep moving 
forward), at a given time, breaks its own 
structure, abandoning a portion of the active 
flow system, and produces a new flow unit 
to expand and accommodate the sustained 
supply. The abandoned portion of the flow 
unit is thus “volume-limited”, but this is only 
a consequence of the real driving factor, 
which is the diversion process. 

Natural diversions in steadily-fed and 
clearly not cooling limited lava flows units 
have been described in detail (Tarquini et al., 
2012a; Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi 
2014), and flow diversions have been 
reported to occur at a regular pace for long 
time if conditions remain constant, e.g. “the 
regular channel switching” over several 
months during the 2008-2009 Mt Etna 
eruption (James et al., 2009). An additional 
example of a regular duration of lava flow 
units can be found in the typical 
emplacement of pillow lavas, characterized 
by the buddying of new units at a relatively 
constant pace (Jones 1968; Walker 1992), 

 
Figure 3. An arbitrary segment of a schematic channel between sections 
S1 and S2, where flow direction is given by the white arrows, and black 
arrows give the velocity profile. If the flow is constant (i.e. dynamically 
stationary), this segment constitutes a non-equilibrium system in steady 
state having a balanced volume and energy budget (i.e. mass and energy 
flux in through section S1 is equal to the mass and energy flux out 
through section S2). 
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without clear evidence of a cooling limited 
stop (Moore 1975). 

The above points toward the concept 
of duration (intended as “life span”) as a 
primary characteristic of lava flow units. The 
embryo of this concept was already present 
in the seminal work of Walker (1973), which 
highlighted that flow units with different 
initial characteristics (different supply rates, 
in this case) have a different duration. The 
concept of life span as a primary 
characteristic of lava flows is in textbook 
agreement with the non-equilibrium 
perspective that is the inspiring idea of the 
present work. Systems evolving far from the 
thermodynamic equilibrium are intrinsically 
characterized by the onset of self-
organization structures (also termed 
“dissipative structures”, Glansdorff and 
Prigogine 1971). These structures typically 
display a characteristic duration and/or 
characteristic length scale and are well 
studied in several domains (e.g. Walgraef 
1996; Goldbeter 2002; Boekhoven et al. 
2015). For example, in the case of volcanic 
plumes, the far-from-equilibrium nature of 
the system leads to the formation of specific 
non-equilibrium dissipative structures 
(eddies) which are characterized by a given 
size and duration (i.e., the “eddy turnover 
time” or “relaxation time”), and these 
characteristics are linked to specific 
parameters of the fluid-dynamic system 
(Esposti Ongaro and Cerminara 2016). For 
the non-equilibrium perspective proposed 
here for lava flows, flow units are the 
relevant dissipative structures (being the 
analog of eddies), and their duration should 
be linked to specific parameters of the 
system. 

I here propose that, in the non-
equilibrium framework, the default limit in 
extension of flow units is determined by 
their limited life span, which is called here 
structural relaxation time “τs” (i.e. the 
average life span of flow units). However, 

the relaxation time “τs”  emerges only when 
the effusive eruption lasts long enough 
under relatively stationary conditions 
(steady supply, constant lava characteristics, 
etc.) for a duration > τs. Under these 
conditions, the non-equilibrium system has 
the time to arrange itself into fully 
developed dissipative structures. An 
example of this process at work in a real lava 
flows at Mt Etna is illustrated in the 
following. 

 
Mass and energy fluxes in flow units 

 
To understand whether, and if so how, 

an ALFS can attain a stationary non-
equilibrium condition (i.e. if the steady-state 
claimed in the thermal approach can apply), 
the processes responsible for the input and 
output of mass and energy are considered 
for two different types of flow unit: a typical 
“Etnean” channelized flow, where I take that 
active during the initial phase of Mt Etna’s 
2004-2005 eruption (Burton et al. 2005; 
Mazzarini et al. 2005; Favalli et al. 2009b; 
Wright et al. 2010; Tarquini et al. 2012a; 
Coppola et al. 2013; Tarquini and de’ 
Michieli Vitturi 2014); and a typical 
“Hawaiian” inflating pahoehoe sheet flow, 
where considered sheet flow that formed 
during the 1986–1991 eruption of 
Kupaianaha (Mattox et al. 1993; Hon et al. 
1994). Both cases have been studied in 
detail. The Etnean and the Hawaiian cases 
were fed at comparable discharge rates of 
~2 m3 s-1 for the channelized flow (Mazzarini 
et al. 2005) and ~1 m3 s-1 for the sheet flow 
(Mattox et al. 1993). We can also assume a 
relatively constant supply in both cases for 
the timescales considered here. Lava 
viscosity at eruption is typically much higher 
for Etnean lavas than for Hawaiian lavas 
(Cashman and Sparks 2013), and the slope of 
the pre-emplacement topography is also 
different (almost flat for the Kalapana case; 
40-10 degrees in the Etnean case). 
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Mass fluxes 

The mass flux in to each ALFS is 
comprised of the liquid lava flowing into the 
flow unit system, and is equal to the 
discharge rate in the Etnean case. The flux of 
mass out of each ALFS changes according to 
emplacement style (Figure 4). In the two test 
cases, the main mass fluxes out of the ALFS 
are linked to inflation of the sheet flow or to 
levee overflow of the channel. In both cases 
(considering a constant mass input), during 
the extension of the flow unit downhill, the 
outward flux of mass can increase up to the 
point at which the mass budget in the ALFS 
becomes balanced (i.e. input = output, 
Figure 4).  

 
In the emplacement of an inflating 

sheet flow, the outward flux of mass from 
the ALFS is due to the transfer of lava from 
the liquid core to the solid crust (essentially 
transfer of mass from the ALFS and to the 
“lava deposit” system). The rate of this 
transfer is mainly controlled by heat 
conducted towards the upper surface of the 
flow (Keszthelyi 1995a; Garel et al. 2015), 
and heat dissipated into the surrounding 

environment is then mostly through 
radiation (Keszthelyi and Denlinger 1996; 
Harris et al. 1998; Griffiths 2000; Keszthelyi 
et al. 2004). The consistent thickness of 
sheet flows suggests that the inflation 
process proceeds up to a limiting thickness 
(hL in Figure 4; Hon et al. 1994; Vye-Brown et 
al. 2013). Once this limit has been locally 
attained, inflation ceases and molten lava 
moves into another part of the system 
where the inflation process is still active. 
Hence, the attainment of hL causes the 
actively inflating area to propagate outwards 
(Figure 5). The sheet flow, itself, continues to 
spread through discontinuous breakouts 
(e.g. Hoblitt et al. 2012). In practice, the rear 
portion of the flow, where h ~ hL, becomes 

an extension of the feeder system or 
“pyroduct” (Coan 1844; Lockwood and 
Hazlett 2010 p.138), as argued for lava 
flowing in tubes by Pinkerton and Wilson 
(1994) and Cashman et al. (1998). Therefore, 
even if the mass budget is approaching zero, 
the ideal sheet flow is able to slowly creep 
ahead and to extend a great distances if 
supply is sustained (Self et al. 1996; 1998; 
Thordarson and Self 1998).  

 

 
Figure 4. Growth towards a steady-state condition for: (i) a schematic system; (ii) a channelized system 
(schematic plan view based on Tarquini et al. 2012a); and (iii) sheet-flow system (schematic vertical section 
based on Hon et al. 2004; Self et al. 1998). White arrows indicate flow of mass into and through the system; 
small black arrows indicate directions of mass flow out of the ALFS. Unscaled, down-flow approximations of 
the average surface temperature are given at the bottom of columns (ii) and (iii), while column (iv) 
summarizes the mass balance. 
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The model of Hon et al. (1994; Figure 

6a,c) constrains the initial growth of the 
inflating upper crust of sheet flows, and 

suggests a concurrent growth of a basal 
crust (Kauahikaua et al. 1998). However, the 
rapid growth of a basal crust is not 
supported by the temperature 
measurements of Keszthelyi (1995) made at 
the base of pahoehoe lava lobes and by the 
field observations Self et al. (1996, 1998) and 
Thordarson and Self (1998), who suggest a 
very low cooling rate at the base of the 
inflating sheet flows and a limited 
development of the basal crust. The 
progression with time of the partition of the 
incoming volume of lava between lava core 
and crust (approximate analog of ALFS and 
lava deposit) is illustrated in the Figure 6b 
and 6d. The results of Keszthelyi et al. 
(2006), Self et al. (1996, 1997, 1998) and 
Thordarson and Self (1998) yield an 

approximate 1:1 ratio between lava core and 
crust in mature sheet flows ranging in size 
from a few meters thick (Hawaii) up to tens 
of meters thick (flood basalts in the 

Figure 
5. Schematic growth of a sheet flow system 
(plan view). Section a-a’ is the profile in Figure 
4iii. White arrows indicate directions of flow 
advance.  
 

 
Figure 6. Partition of lava between the liquid lava core and the crust in a sheet flow. (a) Sketch of the 
progression of the inflation process redrawn after Hon et al. (1994). (b) As (a), but graphically modified to 
represent the formation of a thinner basal crust in agreement with Self et al. (1998). (c) Measurements of 
the thicknesses and local ratio (i.e. along vertical lines identifying a given time horizon) between the ALFS 
and deposit sketched in (a) for increasing time. (d) As (c), but for the sketch in (b). 
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Columbia River Basalts group) (Figure 7). The 
structures observed in the field are the 
same, irrespective of scale, suggesting that 
the emplacement mechanisms are similar. 

 
In the case of channelized flows, the 

main process responsible for the outward 
flux of mass from the ALFS is mechanical, i.e. 
from repeated overflows removing lava from 

the active channel. This process drives the 
growth of solid levees, and has been widely 
documented in lava flows at Mt Etna (Sparks 
et al. 1976; James et al. 2007; Tarquini and 

de’ Michieli Vitturi 2014), in other terrestrial 
volcanoes such as Mauna Loa and Kilauea 
(Hawaii, Moore 1987; Cashman et al. 2006; 
Harris et al. 2009), and has also been 
inferred in Martian lava flows (Glaze and 

 
Figure 7. Cross sections of inflated pahoehoe flows in Hawaii, Iceland, and the Columbia River Basalts 
(CRB) showing the ratio of upper crust, core and basal crust. Thicknesses are in meters (modified after 
Thordarson and Self 1998). See Harris et al. (2017) and references therein for details about the fine 
structures inside each vertical division (e.g. multiple vesicular zones in the upper crust, dotted). 

 
Figure 8. Example of lava pulses measured through the processing of a time series of LIDAR DEMs during 
the 2006 eruption at Mt Etna (modified after Favalli et al. 2010). (a) DEM difference map showing the 
changes in elevation over a time interval of ~2.5 hours, along the terminal ~700 m of a channelized flow 
unit; red hues highlight a rise in the lava level (i.e. an increase in elevation) and blue hues a draining 
channel (i.e. a decrease in elevation). (b) Plot of the volume difference (in the time interval) within flow 
unit sectors between adjacent cross-sections (black lines) in (a), expressed as volume change per unit 
channel length. Three large pulses advancing down-flow are evident (Favalli et al. 2010), as well as the 
piling-up of lava onto levees.  
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Baloga 1998; Glaze et al. 2009). In this case, 
in contrast with the case of the inflating 
sheet flow, lava removed from the system 
can still be liquid (e.g. James et al. 2007). 

In recent years, new remote sensing 
technologies allowed the acquisition of 
short-time-interval, time-series of 
topographies of active lava flows (e.g. Favalli 
et al. 2009b, 2010; Wadge et al. 2011, 2012). 
Analysis of similar data allowed the 
identification and quantification of the 
pulsating dynamic responsible for the onset 
of iterative overflows both in basaltic 
channelized flows (Favalli et al. 2010, Figure 
8) and in more acidic channelized lavas 
(Wadge et al. 2012). 
 

 
 
Short time-interval time series such as 

the one acquired by Favalli et al. (2010) are 
rarely available. However, through a specific 
LIDAR data processing technique, a pulsating 
behavior similar to the one in Figure 8 has 

been assessed also in the 2004 lava flow unit 
considered here as test case (Favalli et al. 
2009b). The morphometric analysis of 
Tarquini et al. (2012a) and Tarquini and de’ 
Michieli Vitturi (2014) further showed that a 
single high resolution topography can 
provide systematic down-flow 
measurements of the cumulative volume of 
lava constituting the flow field (irrespective 
of actively flowing liquid or lava deposit), 
with details for single flow units (Figure 9). 

 
Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi (2014) 

also showed that, by combing morphometric 
data with additional observations (e.g. 
Wright et al. 2010), it is possible to infer the 
local partition of the lava volume between 

lava deposit and ALFS (Figure 10). Those 
authors illustrated that a lava channel tends 
to maintain a constant sectional area 
through time (i.e. a constant maximum 
volume of liquid lava contained, Figure 10c), 
while the thickness of the “lava deposit” 
system (or the relative volume per unit 

 

 
Figure 9. Flow units active during the initial phase of the Mt Etna 2004-2005 eruption with relative down-
flow quantification of cross-sectional area. In (a) and (c) the flow units active on 15 - 16 September 2004 
(respectively) are mapped on the LIDAR-derived topography (Mazzarini et al. 2005), with white masks 
hiding the flow units active in different days. (b) and (d) shows the down-flow measurements of cross-
sectional for (a) and (c), respectively, obtained by systematic processing of elevation profiles (Tarquini et al. 
2012). This processing also allows derivation of down-flow thickness and volume (see also Figure 10). A 
shaded relief image of the flow unit projected in an along-flow coordinate system is aligned below the plot 
in (b) and (d), with color-coded indicating flow unit thickness (see Tarquini et al. 2012a and Tarquini and de’ 
Michieli Vitturi 2014 for further details). The label “ω” indicates the diversion point (i.e. a flow unit 
relaxation). 
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length) increases substantially as a result of 
repeated, rapidly quenched overflows 
(Sparks et al. 1976). Figure 10c shows that in 
five days the local volume ratio  
ALFS/deposit decreased from ~1:2 to ~1:10, 
highlighting the extremely high rate of mass 
dissipation (i.e. rate of mass transfer from 
the ALFS to the deposit per unit length of 
flow unit) in channelized flows. 

 
 

 
In both types of flow unit, the total 

mass of the ALFS increases with time as the 
flow unit grows (Figure 4), and decreases 
when a diversion cuts the supply to a given 
branch of the flow field (e.g. Figure 9). In this 
case the portion of the flow for which supply 
is cut becomes inactive and the relative mass 
of liquid lava is released from the ALFS and 
becomes lava deposit. The surface of this 

newly formed lava deposit now cools rapidly, 
being not rejuvenated anymore by internal 
motion. 

The above description of the evolution 
of the two types of flow units clarifies that, 
for any given discharge rate, the rate of mass 
dissipation per unit length  from the ALFS is 
much higher in a channelized flow than in a 
sheet flow. If supply is maintained, a sheet 
flow can slowly evolve towards a long-
standing, well-insulated, quasi-steady state 

ALFS, which can attain large distances. A 
channelized flow is, instead, a highly 
dissipative system that rapidly transforms 
the ALFS into a thick lava deposit. The ALFS 
portion is typically higher than the lava 
deposit portion in an active sheet flow, and 
the opposite is true in an active channelized 
flow unit due to the rapid turnover of lava 
constituting the ALFS. In Figure 11 the 
progression with time of the volume ratio 

 

 
Figure 10. Morphology of lava channels from the 2004 LIDAR survey at Mt. Etna. (a) plan view with axis of 
the three branches of the flow (section S3 is used in Figure 15). (b) 3D view of the diversion point with 
indication of the sections S1 and S2 which yields the elevation profiles in (c), red arrows indicates a bulge 
which appears to block the flow towards the previously active channel (Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi 
2014). (c) Elevation profiles of sections S1 and S2 in (b) with schematic progressive stacking of lava layers 
to increase the deposit thickness, and local partitioning of the erupted lava volume between liquid ALFS 
(represented by the orange cross sectional area) and solid “lava deposit” (represented by the grey cross-
sectional area): see Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi (2014) for details).  
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ALFS/deposit (equivalent to the ratio 
between the relative section areas) is 
plotted for both types of flow unit. For the 
sheet flow, values are obtained by 
measuring in Figure 6a the areas of liquid 
lava core and crust (alias ALFS and deposit) 
at increasing time intervals (i.e. between t1 = 
0 and tx, with tx varying between 0 and 300). 
For the channelized flow, instead, the 
progression with time of the ratio 
ALFS/deposit is inferred from the layout of 
measurements of channel dimensions and 
deposit presented in Tarquini et al. (2012a) 
and Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi (2014), 
and summarized here in Figures 9 and 10. 
 

 
 
In principle, when steady state conditions 
are attained, if one considers only the flow 
front, both lava units in Figure 4 would 
appear physically motionless, because the 
flow front cannot advance any further. The 
mechanisms associated with continued mass 
flux are, instead, fully active behind and up 
flow from the front. I note here that this 
situation coincides with the “stopping 

condition” defined by Baloga et al. (1998) 
and by Glaze and Baloga (1998). 

 
 
 

Energy fluxes 
As a first approximation, the total 

energy involved in the emplacement of a 
lava flow is composed of potential energy 
(U) and heat (Q). Potential energy (U = mVg, 
where Vg is the gravitational potential and m 
is the mass) is transformed into kinetic 
energy as the fluid flows downhill and into 
thermal energy by viscous heating. For a 
portion of the flow, the potential energy 

available during emplacement (∆U) can be 
written as 

 
∆U = m g ∆h   (1) 
 

where g is gravity and ∆h is the elevation 
difference between the source and the 
elevation at which the mass stops (at this 
point, m moves from the ALFS to the “lava 
deposit” system). In the case of basaltic lava, 
equation (1) yields ~2 × 104 Joules per cubic 

 

 
Figure 11. Evolution with time in partitioning of the erupted lava between the ALFS and lava deposit for 
the two types of flow unit considered. For the sheet flow, both the local partitions illustrated in Figure 6a 
and 6b between crust (as an approximation of the lava deposit) and liquid core (as an approximation of 
the ALFS) have been integrated over time to obtain the solid black curve and solid green curve 
respectively; black and green dashed lines are the inferred prolongation beyond 300 hours. For the 
channelized flow, the magenta dashed line is derived as explained in the main text, and the dotted line is 
its inferred continuation (beyond five days). 
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meter of lava per meter of elevation change 
(∆h). The average ∆h for basaltic lavas 
erupted at Mt. Etna is about 700 m (Tarquini 
and Favalli 2011), which implies ∆U ~1.4 × 
107 Joules per cubic meter of lava. Instead, 
average ∆h for the lava erupted at 
Holuhraun (Iceland) during 2014-2015 
(Gudmundsson et al. 2016; Pedersen et al. 
2017) was 100 m, yielding ∆U ~2 × 106 J per 
cubic meter of lava.  

The energy available as heat (∆Q), 
neglecting latent heat of crystallization 
(Dragoni and Tallarico 2009), is  

 
∆Q = m cp (Ti - To)   (2) 
 

where cp is specific heat (J kg−1 K−1), and Ti - 
To is the temperature difference between 
the eruption temperature Ti and the 
temperature To at which the lava with mass 
m exits the ALFS. I note that  ∆T (Ti - To = ∆T) 
is the equivalent to the difference between 
the eruption temperature, and the 
temperature at which “flow stops moving” in 
the model of Pieri and Baloga (1986). By 
using standard values of cp for basaltic lava 
at eruption temperature (e.g. Coppola et al. 
2013), we obtain ∆Q ~ 2 × 106 J per cubic 
meter of lava per degree centigrade of 
cooling (Figure 12). Thus, the energy 
released by reducing the lava temperature 
by 1 °C equals the potential energy 
generated for each 100 m change in 
elevation (Figure 12). According to Harris 
and Rowland (2009), ∆T in basaltic flows in 
Hawaii is about 350 °C (consistent with Hon 
et al. 1994 and James et al. 2004). In this 
case, the heat energy released by the ALFS is 
at least one order of magnitude greater than 
the potential energy available, and can be up 
to two orders of magnitude greater, or 
more, if lava moves over flat ground, as in 
the Holuhraun case. Thus, the energy budget 
of an ALFS is dominated by heat advected 
into the system during the inward flux of 
mass.  Heat then advects out of the ALFS by 

the transfer of mass to the “lava deposit” 
system, and thus by heat loss to the 
surroundings through radiation and/or 
convection. 

 
 

Transient term in the thermal budget  
 
While the inward flux of mass per unit 

time (∆mi/∆t) into the ALFS comprises 
molten lava effused from the source at 
temperature Ti, the outward flux of mass per 
unit time (∆mo/∆t) comprises cooled lava at 
temperature To which is transferred to the 
“lava deposit” system. For an ALFS evolving 
under a constant supply rate (∆mi/∆t = 
const.), heat advection into the system by 
the input mass is Qadv-in/∆t = (∆mi/∆t) cp (Ti), 
and heat advection out of the system by the 
output mass is Qadv-out/∆t = (∆mo/∆t) cp (To). 
Thus, a heat budget of the open ALS can be 
written as: 

 
(∆mi/∆t) cp (Ti) = [(∆mi - ∆mo)/∆t] cp 

(Tx) + (∆mo/∆t) cp (To) + Qrad/∆t (3) 
 

Here, Qrad is the heat released by radiation, 
which dominates the heat budget in 
subaerial environments (Keszthelyi and 

 
Figure 12. Heat and potential energy for given ∆T 
and ∆h. For the calculation of Q a constant cp is 
assumed, although cp can vary with temperature 
(e.g. Dingwell 1998). I assume eruption temperature 
to be stable.  
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Denlinger 1996; Harris et al. 1998; Griffiths 
2000; Keszthelyi et al. 2004), and Tx is the 
temperature of the ALFS (averaged over its 
entire volume Ti > Tx > To). Qrad/∆t balances 
the heat advected out of the ALFS by 
∆mo/∆t. However, Equation (3) is difficult to 
solve because, assuming ∆mi/∆t and Ti can 
be evaluated by direct measurement (Harris 
et al. 2007), the measurement of both 
∆mo/∆t and Tx is highly impractical, and thus 
two variables are unknown. In any case, as 
time elapses, the mass budget approaches 
zero, so that eventually ∆mo=∆mi (Figure 4). 
At this point, the first term on the right-hand 
side of equation (3) vanishes, and the 
standard simplified equation of the “thermal 
proxy” is obtained: 

 
Qrad/∆t = ∆m/∆t cp (Ti – To)  (4) 

 
where ∆m is equal to the lava supplied to 
the ALFS (∆mi), or released from it (because 
∆mi = ∆mo) per unit time, and Ti is the 
temperature of lava entering the ALFS and To 
is that of lava exiting the ALFS. Equation (4) 
is now equivalent to empirically-derived 
thermal proxies formulated elsewhere (e.g. 
Harris and Baloga 2009; Coppola et al. 2013). 
In natural cases, Qrad can be retrieved 
through thermal remote sensing techniques 
(e.g. Ganci et al. 2011; Ramsey and Harris 
2012; Harris 2013; Coppola et al. 2015), 
eruption temperature and cp are known, To 
can be estimated by considering rheological, 
thermal and flow dynamic regime of the lava 
involved (Harris and Baloga 2009). Hence, 
equation (4) can be solved, and provides a 
straightforward way to approximate lava 
supply rate to the ALFS.  The first term of the 
right-hand side of equation (3) expresses a 
previously “hidden” transient term in the 
standard formulation of the thermal budget 
which, in the form given here, assumes a 
“dynamic” state, as opposed to the classic 
“static” state (e.g. Garel et al. 2015). 

After exiting the ALFS, the lava 
continues to cool, releasing additional heat 
(Qadd). This term is not considered in either 
equations (3) and (4), because it is not part 
of the ALFS. However, the cooling rate of the 
“lava deposit” system decreases rapidly to a 
much lower value than that of the ALFS, 
because the radiative power is proportional 
to the fourth power of the surface 
temperature, so that heat losses reduce 
following a power law as the temperature 
decreases (e.g. Keszthelyi et al. 2004; Harris 
et al. 2007a; Harris 2013). 

 
The influence of slope 
 
Gravity determines the force driving the flow 
downhill (F = m g sin (θ), where θ is the 
slope), so that the slope of the topography 
strongly influences the evolution of the ALFS 
(Miyamoto and Papp 2004; Favalli et al. 
2009b, 2012b). A steeper local slope will 
mean that a greater force F is applied to the 
flow. All the other factors being equal, a 
greater shear stress induces higher strain 
rates, leading to faster and thinner flow units 
(e.g. Hulme 1974). To conserve volume, 
thinner flow units will have a higher surface 
area A (A = V/h, where h is the flow 
thickness), which means a higher surface 
dissipating heat towards the surroundings 
(Robertson and Kerr 2010). 

The above relation between slope and 
flow surface area applies for dispersed flows, 
i.e. for lava flows which do not form levees. 
When flowing lava becomes constrained into 
a channel by the formation of levees, 
instead, the situation is reversed, with an 
increase in slope promoting a narrower 
channel in which a thicker and faster flow 
moves downhill (Kerr et al. 2006). However, 
a faster flow tends to disrupt the lava crust 
more easily, exposing a higher fraction of the 
hot core (Rothery et al. 1988; Harris and 
Rowland 2001; Cashman et al 2006), and a 
higher elevation gradient (combined with 
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higher velocity) also promotes systematic 
overflows iteratively spreading thin blankets 
of hot lava over the levees (James et al. 
2007; Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi 2014). 
The latter point is in agreement with the 
direct correlation between slope and heat 
dissipation observed in channelized lava 
flows at Mt Etna (Wright et al. 2010; 
Lombardo 2016). Thus, although the 
interplay between flow velocity and heat 
release appears rather complex, the overall 
result seems that a steeper slope promotes a 
higher rate of heat dissipation per unit 
volume of ALFS. 
 
Lava flow advance, flow unit relaxation and 
steady state  
 

Figure 13 gives examples of pseudo-
steady state in open, non-equilibrium ALFSs, 
observed for idealized simulations, analog 
experiments and natural lava flows. In the 
analog experiments of Garel et al. (2014), 
once a pseudo stationary state is attained, 
minor fluctuations occur due to cycles of 
stagnation and overflow (O1, O2 and O3 in 
Figure 13b). The overflows promote rapid 
spreading of the hot, molten wax (i.e. the 
ALFS), which results in a sudden increase in 
radiative power. The ALFS area during the 
initial phase of the 1991-93 eruption at Mt 
Etna (Figure 13c) indicates that a stationary 
state was attained after about three weeks. 
Figure 13d illustrates that power radiated 
during the initial phase of the 2004-05 
eruption at Mt Etna also reached a steady 
state after about three weeks (data from 
Coppola et al., 2015). 

A combined analysis of Figure 13d-e 
further provides a good example of the 
structural relaxation process at work. The 
sudden decrease D1 in the trend of the 
radiative power in Figure 13d occurred the 
same day as the natural diversion in Figure 
13e. Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi (2014) 

described in detail this diversion from a 
morphological point of view, highlighting 
that the lava flow in question was neither 
cooling- nor volume-limited. The event D1, 
constitutes an ideal case of structural 
relaxation of a channelized lava flow. 
Considering that the supply rate during the 
time considered in the whole plot is 
essentially constant (Tarquini and de’ 
Michieli Vitturi 2014 and references therein), 
the cause-effect relation between a 
diversion (or relaxation) and a decrease in 
radiative power provides a key to interpret 
all the other sudden decreases in the trend 
of the radiative power in Figure 13d as 
structural relaxations of flow units that form 
an increasingly braided flow field (James et 
al. 2006, 2007). 

Figure 13d further illustrates that the 
lava channel structure relaxed twice well in 
advance the attainment of a quasi-steady 
state (diversions D1 and D2). If we consider 
the time interval between all the relaxations, 
we find that a relatively regular average 
structural relaxation time of ~ 7 days applies. 
Such a steady frequency suggests a fully 
developed dissipative structure. 

In terms of the ALFS, a flow diversion 
(or structural relaxation) resets the system 
further from its maximum extension (Figure 
4). The closer to the vent the diversion 
occurs, the more radical the consequent 
decrease in radiative power. For example, 
Figure 9d shows that diversion D1 occurred 
about 800 m downhill from the vent, and 
caused the radiative power to be reset at 
about ¼ the maximum power attained later 
(Figure 13d), while D3 and D6 (on the basis 
of the thermal signal alone) arguably 
occurred in distal reaches, explaining why 
they caused only a small decline in the total 
radiative power. 
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The concept of structural relaxation in 
flow units becomes clearer through a 
comparison with the structural relaxation 
ruling the behavior of liquids (including 
silicate melts). The relaxation time “τα” of 
liquid micro-structure is linked to the liquid 
viscosity η by the relation η ∝ τα (Dingwell 
and Webb 1989, 1990; Cavagna 2009). In the 
micro-scale system, the structural relaxation 
is effectively illustrated by the “cage effect” 
(Figure 14), namely the transient trapping of 
atoms or molecules by their neighbors (e.g. 
Champion et al. 2000; Larini et al. 2008). The 
trapped particle is not immobilized by the 
surroundings, but undergoes fast irregular 
vibrations having a given average amplitude 
r. After an average time τα the cage 
constraints weaken, due to the 
rearrangement of the surroundings, and the 
trapped particle is released (e.g. Ottochian 
et al. 2012). It is exactly the occurrence of 
the release step which makes the difference 
between a solid, in which the structural cage 
never gives up, and a liquid (or even a glass), 
in which the structure relaxes after a given 
time, so that the mass can flow. A higher 
temperature increases the particle 
oscillation, and this explains why τα is 
reduced, as is the liquid viscosity, in hotter 
liquids. 
 

 

Figure 
13. Growth of non-equilibrium open ALFS to reach 
a pseudo-steady state. (a) Typical logistic curve for 
a system expanding against an external constraint 
(e.g. growth of a population, Gresham and Hong 
2015). (b) Radiative power recording during 
spreading of PEG wax at constant supply (from 
Garel et al. 2014); the radiated power is a proxy of 
the extent of the active area, and also of the active 
volume (Garel et al. 2014). (c) Area of active lava 
flows during the initial two months of the 1991-93 
effusive eruption at Mt Etna, (from Harris et al. 
1997); (d) Volcanic radiative power (3 points 
running average) during the initial two months of 
the 2004-05 effusive eruption at Mt Etna (from 
Coppola et al. 2013; 2015), green dashed line 
represents the pseudo-stationary state. (e) Lava 
flow field mapped from a 16th September 2004 
LIDAR survey (Mazzarini et al. 2005) with diversion 
point D1 marked; red and yellow lines are the axis 
of inactive and active flow units (respectively) at 
the time of the survey. 
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In the macro-scale dissipative 
structure constituted by a channelized flow, 
the cage effect is exerted by the levees, 

which constrain the expansion of the flow 
along a given track, while the particle 
oscillation (causing the so-called “cage 
wobbling”) is represented by the typical 
pulsating behavior of the lava flux in the 
channel (e.g. Favalli et al. 2010; Wadge et al. 
2012; Figure 8), which leads to overflows 
and a thickening lava deposit. The growing 
deposit, in turn, constitutes an evident 
“rearrangement of the surroundings”. As 
time elapses, a lava channel strongly 
modifies the pre-existing topography 
becoming a “perched flow” (Patrick et al. 
2016) in some cases (Figure 10c). In practice, 
what was a local topographic minimum 
when the flow unit founds its way downhill, 
becomes later a local maximum which 
destabilizes the original path (Figure 15). 
Well in advance the current era of high 
resolution topographies, Frazzetta and 
Romano (1984), in reporting about the 1983 
Mt Etna eruption, already argued that 
“almost continuous oscillations in effusion 
rate (..) seem to have played a prominent 
role in the morphological modifications of 
the main lava channel” (Frazzetta and 
Romano 1984). 
 
 

Figure 14. Structural relaxation in the micro-scale 
structure and in the macro-scale structure. (a) the 
cage effect in viscous liquids. After an average time 
τα the restraint weakens, the trapped particle “1” 
escapes from the cage and is replaced by a new 
one, “2” (modified after Ottochian et al. 2012). (b) 
structural relaxation of a channelized lava flow. 
After an average time τs the continuous 
modifications of the surroundings due to the flow 
dynamics weaken the cage effect exerted by the 
levees, and an old branch becomes inactive while a 
new one forms. 
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As time passes, the endurance of 
levees is repeatedly tested by pulses of lava 
and rafted crust (James et al. 2007) and by 
other complexities occurring during 
emplacement such as flow blockages 
(Lipman and Banks 1987; Guest et al. 1987; 
Bailey et al. 2006; James et al. 2012), so that 
levee breaching becomes increasingly 
probable. Thus, the duration of similar 
channelized flows is intrinsically limited by 
their own emplacement dynamics. The 
stronger the pulses in the channel (i.e. the 
higher the oscillation of the structure), the 
lower the structural relaxation time τs. A 
higher slope facilitates the overflow 
dynamics, and thus promotes a lower τs. 

The above explanation of the 
structural relaxation of flow units suggests 
why sheet flows have typically a much higher 
structural relaxation time τs than 
channelized flows. Sheet flows have been 
observed withstanding significant supply 
variations and last for months (Mattox et al. 
1993, Kauahikaua et al. 1998), and they 
appears to stop essentially when the 
upstream supply has been definitely 
diverted (unless other main constraint such 
as a topographic confinement applies), 
perhaps for reasons not related to the 
dynamic of the sheet flow itself but rather to 
the feeding system. Sheet flows are arguably 
subject to the same variations in the supply 
rate which trigger the formation of pulses in 

 
 
Figure 15. Sketches of mechanical stability, instability and neutral stability, which have similarities with the 
evolution of the topographic constraint during emplacement of a channelized flow. Dark blue arrows 
indicate the direction of the constraint in the vicinity of the ball or of the lava flow with respect to the 
planar section. (a) stability: the ball can withstand small perturbations and reverts to the original position. 
(b) instability: the ball cannot revert to the same position if perturbed. (c) neutral stability: the constraining 
floor has no effect on the ball. (d) existing topography drives the flow towards the pre-emplacement 
steepest descent path which constitutes a local attractor (the sketch of the very early flow here is 
hypothetical). (e) after 5 days of ongoing emplacement, the thick lava deposit altered substantially the 
former stability of the original path in (d), and the situation is now similar to (b); in these conditions a 
permanent diversion occurs when the constraint of the levees is definitely overwhelmed. Profiles in (d) and 
(e) are the real pre- and syn-emplacement topography along section S3 in Figure 10a (i.e. the TINITALY 
DEM of Tarquini et al. 2012b, and the LIDAR DEM of Mazzarini et al. 2005, respectively). Panels (f) and (g) 
illustrate a relaxation through levee breaching or channel blockage (respectively). 
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channelized flows (Favalli et al. 2010; 
Tarquini and de’ Michieli Vitturi 2014), but 
they tend to have a much larger ALFS 
volume than equally fed channelized flows 
(Figure 11), and progress downhill along a 
wider, dispersed flow front. This difference 
implies a higher inertia and an inherently 
stable structure which is apparently able to 
damp the incoming fluctuations in lava flux. 

 
Electric, gravity and lava currents 

 
Analogies between electric circuits and 

more complex processes occurring in natural 
systems are quite common (e.g. Patrick et al. 
2004; Kleidon 2010), and I propose that an 
analogy exists between ALFS and electric 
currents. The following relations summarize 
the main fluxes of energy involved in 
different kinds of stationary currents: an 
electric current, a gravity current and a lava 
“current”, 

 
PE = ∆C/∆t ∆VE  (5) 

 
PG = ∆m/∆t ∆VG  (6) 
 
PH = ∆m/∆t cp ∆T  (7) 

 
For equation (5), PE is electric power (in 
Watts), ∆C/∆t is the electric current, and ∆VE 
is the variation in electric potential. For 
equation (6), PG (in Watts) is the 
gravitational energy released per unit time, 
and ∆VG is the variation of the gravitational 
potential (∆VG = g ∆h). In equation (7), PH (in 
Watts) expresses the heat released by the 

lava flow per unit time. Equation (5) applies 
to an electric circuit where a power supply 
(e.g. a battery) provides a constant potential 
difference ∆VE, and a flow of electric charge 
∆C/∆t develops through a conductor having 
a resistance R. A similar system is described 
by Ohm’s law, where ∆VE written in full is RI, 
I being the electric current (Figure 16a)  

Equation (6) expresses the power 
required to maintain a steady gravity current 
at mass flux ∆m/∆t as it descends a vertical 
height of ∆h (Figure 16b). When the gravity 
current spreads over a flat area (i.e. ∆h = 0), 
the energy budget of the system evolves, 
now being a function of kinetic energy and 
pressure driving the current away from the 
source (Figure 16c). The device maintaining 
the flux at the source (the pumps in Figure 

 

 
 
Figure 16. Examples of stationary currents. (a) Electric current in a simple circuit where 
energy flow is governed by Ohm’s law, V = RI.  (b) Gravity current expressed in terms of a 
liquid flowing down an open channel driven by hydrostatic pressure acting over height ∆h. A 
pump provides the necessary power to close the circuit maintaining the stationary current. 
(c) Gravity current on a flat platform (with radius r) lying at the same level of the liquid in 
the basin. As in the case of (b), a pump maintains the gravity current under stationary 
conditions. 
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16) is analog of the battery in the electrical 
current case. 

Equation (7) expresses the heat 
released by a lava current (in the absence of 
viscous heating and latent heat of 
crystallization). It only applies when a lava 
flow, evolving under a constant supply, 
attains steady state conditions (i.e. when 
both the mass and the heat budgets 
balance). In this case, the power supply is 
the volcano which is supposed to supply lava 
at a constant rate. 

The similarity between the three 
expressions of equations (5) through (7) is 
obvious, as is the fact that more than one 
type of power supply can sustain a current. 
In the case of an electric current (e.g. 
electrons flowing along a wire), the effect of 
gravity on the small mass of electrons is 
irrelevant compared to the effect of the 
electric potential on the electric charges 
carried by the same electrons. In this case, 
gravity is negligible, and the energy involved 
reduces to equation (5). Instead, in the case 
of an isoviscous gravity current (e.g. Huppert 
et al. 1982; Garel et al. 2012), the energy 
involved in movement is governed by 
equation (6), and even if a given amount of 
heat is released during flow of the current, 
cooling has no effect on the movement of 
the flow. The situation changes substantially 
for a current involving a fluid that cools 
below the liquid-solid transition (e.g. lava 
flows or the PEG currents of Garel et al. 
2014). However, even in the case of a 
solidifying current, at the onset of the 
current, the cooling effect is limited, and the 
initial phase can be approximated by an 
isoviscous gravity current (Hulme 1974; 
Dragoni et al. 1986), as confirmed by the 
analog experiments of Garel et al. (2014). As 
time passes, and cooling effects become 
relevant, the differences between an 
isoviscous liquid and the cooling lava 
become important, and the system begins to 
be governed by equation (7). 

In both electric currents and lava flows 
the “insulation conditions” are crucial 
(Keszthelyi et al. 1995b; Harris and Rowland 
2001; 2009; Harris et al. 2005; 2007b; 2010). 
In equation (5), electric charge is the analog 
of the liquid lava, and the variation of 
electric potential is an analog for cooling. 
While the movement of electric charges (i.e. 
the electric current) is driven by the balance 
between electric potential and by resistance 
(Ohm’s law), the movement of lava is driven 
by gravity. In the electric circuit shown in 
Figure 17a, application of Ohm’s law means 
that V = R1I1 = R2I2 = R3I3. We can imagine the 
same potential V maintained between two 
opposite poles as in Figure 17b, and nothing 
changes in the elements of the circuit. We 
now take a similar circuit with an arbitrarily 
large number of elements (e.g. Figure 17c), 
still ruled by Ohm’s law. The last step is to 
switch from a steady electric current to a 
steady lava current (Figure 17d), where the 
ALFS has attained balancing mass and energy 
budgets. In this case, the positive pole is the 
vent, and negative poles are scattered 
around the surrounding “lava deposit” 
systems. At steady state, the mass of the 
lava parcels exiting the system (per the unit 
time) balances the input supply and each 
parcel exiting the ALFS (having mass mp), has 
completed his own path as ALFS, becoming 
part of the “lava deposit” having released a 
heat quantity ∆Qp (∆Qp = mpcp∆T, in which 
∆T is the same as in eq. 7). In this case, 
equation (7) holds. 
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Figure 17. From a steady-state electric 
current in a circuit to a steady-state lava 
current. (a), (b) and (c) electric circuits with 
increasing complexity. The summation of 
partial currents over all branches of the 
circuit is equal to the total current I flowing 
out from the positive pole. (d) Sketch of a 
lava current in steady state, when the 
summation over all N lava parcels (each 
having a mass mp) exiting the ALFS per unit 
time equals the supply rate from the vent 
(∆mi/∆t). 
 
 
Segments of the lava flow system where the 
rate of heat dissipation is high (e.g. the 
channelized flows described in Harris et al. 
2005 or Lombardo et al. 2009) are analogs 
for segments of the electric circuit where 
resistivity is high. Similarly, insulated 
segments of a lava flow system (e.g. tubes, 
Keszthelyi 1995b) are analogs to low 
resistivity segments in the electric circuit. 
Within the framework of this analogy, it is 
possible to apply Ohm’s to a lava current to 

obtain a relation between insulation 
conditions and lava flow length (e.g. 
Pinkerton and Wilson 1994; Kilburn 2000; 
Harris & Rowland 2009). If the temperature 
gap ∆T between the eruption temperature 
and the temperature at which lava parcels 
exit from the ALFS is assumed to be constant 
(∆T is analog of ∆VE or V); and if a constant 
intensity in supply ∆m/∆t is maintained 
(analog of a given electric current I), then the 
value of the resistance R can be determined. 
Considering a constant segment of the 
conductor constituting a homogeneous 
circuit (e.g. a wire or channel), then the 
following relation applies: 

 
R ∝ ρ L     (8) 
 

where ρ is the resistivity and L is the length 
of the conductor. Relation (8) illustrates that, 
for a constant R, an increase in ρ must be 
compensated by a proportional decrease in 
length L of the circuit. Given the analogy 
between the insulation conditions in lava 
flows and the resistivity in electric circuits, 
insulation determines the length of the lava 
current at steady state for a given supply 
rate and ∆T through its resistivity effect. 

Because steep slopes promote higher 
fluxes of heat and mass from the ALFS, to 
balance mass the ALFS requires formation of 
a thick, narrow “lava deposit” systems on 
steep slopes, and comparatively thin wide 
units on shallow slopes (Figure 18). The 
overall, counterintuitive implication is that a 
steeper slope promotes a shorter ALFS 
length, due to enhanced heat losses and 
thus accelerated cooling. Two examples of 
this cause and effect are given in Figure 18, 
where an additional example of low 
resistivity promoted by shallow slopes is the 
Carrizozo flow of Keszthelyi and Pieri (1993), 
where the supply rate was low, slopes 
shallow but flow length long (~75 km) due to 
very low rates of heat dissipation.  In effect, 
a tube system formed to provide extremely 
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effective insulation (Keszthelyi 1995b), so 
that the final runouts could increase over 
the case of poorly-insulated flow (Harris and 
Rowland 2009), even though discharge rate 
is low (Pinkerton and Wilson 1994). The 

tendency towards flow field thickening on 
steeper slopes is also promoted by a greater 
propensity towards flow unit bifurcation 
(Dietterich and Cashman 2014), which also 
holds in subaqueous environment (Moore et 
al. 1971). A bifurcation is intended here as 
the process of splitting a flow front into two 
separate units around a morphological 
obstacle. This process creates two smaller 
flow units fed by (indicatively) half the 
supply of the parent flow. According to the 
Walker’s rule (Walker 1971), this process 
leads to a shorter runout (Dietterich et al. 
2015). However, this process can also be 
interpreted in terms of an increase in the 
rate of heat dissipation, because simple 
geometrical considerations suggest that 
splitting a flow unit into two smaller unit 

leads to an increase of the cumulative 
surface area, which promotes a faster heat 
dissipation (Robertson and Kerr 2010), and 
thus a shorter expected runout, leading to 
the formation of a flow field that is highly 

compound in nature on steep slopes. 
Behncke et al. (2016), for example, showed 
how channel-fed flows had a tendency to 
take on the form of thick, braided compound 
flow fields on steep slopes during Mt Etna’s 
2008-09 eruption, a case nearly identical to 
that of Figure 18a.  Similarly, Gregg and Fink 
(2000) observed in their analog experiments 
with PEG extruded at constant rate beneath 
cold sucrose solution that “contrary to the 
predicted behaviors of Newtonian and 
Bingham fluids, pillow mound thickness 
increases with increasing slope” (Gregg and 
Fink 2000). 

However, there will – of course – be 
cases where thickening can also be 
promoted by a sudden decrease in slope 
(e.g. the Kilauea 2011-2013 lava flow field, 

 
 
Figure 18. Examples of lava flows formed on high and low slopes with related characteristics and 
analogies with different resistors. The thickness map in (a) is from LIDAR data acquired during multiple 
acquisitions of Mt Etna’s 2004-2005 lava flow field (Tarquini and Favalli 2010), that of (b) is modified 
from Kereszturi et al. (2016). The two examples differ with respect to several parameters, not only 
underlying slope but also supply rate, duration and volume. However, the contrasting final deposits 
can be considered as indicative as the effects of higher rates of heat dissipation promoted by steeper 
slopes.  
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Poland 2014) or in basins (e.g. the Etna 
1991-1993 flow field, Stevens et al 1997; or 
the 1997 Okmok’s caldera lava flow, Patrick 
et al. 2004) due to accumulation, stagnation 
and inflation of units in such locations. 

 
 
The least dissipation principle in lava flows 
Ohm’s law (Ohm 1827) was later 
incorporated into Kirchhoff’s current and 
voltage laws (Kirchhoff 1848). Although 
these laws are universally known and widely 
used in electric circuits, it is much less widely 
appreciated that they include the first 
demonstration of the principle of “least 
dissipation” in steady state non-equilibrium 
systems. The least dissipation principle in 
electric currents states that a current 
distributes itself so as to dissipate as little 
heat as possible (e.g. Jaynes 1980). Following 
the early work of Kirchhoff, the same 
principle of least dissipation showed wide 
applicability, and was extended to other 

phenomena evolving in stationary non-
equilibrium conditions (e.g. acoustics and 
mechanics; Jaynes 1980). The question now 
is: can the least dissipation principle also 
apply to lava flows? A lava current will 

always be driven by gravity downhill in the 
steepest direction, this being the path of 
highest heat dissipation. Hence, if one takes 
into account only what happens at the 
propagating front of the flow, it appears that 
there is no room for the least dissipation 
principle in lava flows. However, if one 
considers zones back up-flow from the front, 
more mature portions of flow tend to 
increase insulation over time. This is true in 
inflating sheet flows, where the thickening 
crust decreases heat loss with increasing 
distance from the flow front (e.g. Harris et 
al. 2007c; Patrick et al. 2016), and this is also 
true in channelized flows, where the 
tendency towards roofing over the open 
sections with time is ubiquitous (Greeley 
1987; Peterson et al. 1994; Calvari and 
Pinkerton 1998; Bailey et al. 2006; James et 
al. 2012), and is confirmed by both 
numerical modeling and analog experiments 
(Valerio et al. 2008, 2010; Robertson and 
Kerr 2012a; 2012b). Hence, it appears that a 

least dissipation principle applies in 
established portions of flow units, with 
downhill progression of the front promoting 
maximum dissipation locally. Thus, when 
lava flow units grow in size attaining their 

 
 
Figure 19. Decreasing influence of the flow front as the ALFS lengthens and moves towards steady state 
conditions. (a) ratio of flow front extent to “body” (total ALFS) growth with time; and (b) plots of flow 
front position versus time for Mauna Loa’s 1984 channel-fed flow (Lipman and Banks 1987) and Mt 
Etna’s 2001 LFS1 flow (Behncke and Neri 2003, Coltelli et al. 2007). Notice that, although the supply rate 
often displays a peaked trend followed by a waning trend (Wadge 1981), during the initial 10 days the 
supply of the Mt Etna’s 2001 LFS1 flow was relatively stable (Coltelli et al. 2007). Plots in (b) have been 
redrawn from Castruccio et al. (2013). 
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maximum extent and forward motion 
vanishes (i.e. stationary conditions are 
approached), the system appears to be 
essentially ruled by the least dissipation 
principle.  We see this effect in the general 
three-stages trend of flow front advance 
identified by Kilburn (1996, (1) lengthening, 
(2) deceleration, and (3) much slower 
advance) and illustrated in the plots in Figure 
19 where ratio of flow font extension to 
entire ALFS volumetric expansion decreases 
with 1/time for both channelized and sheet 
flows. This is because the extension of the 
body of the flow unit grows in extension 
much more than the front after a period of 
initial lengthening (Rowland et al. 2005). The 
average rate of heat dissipation per unit 
volume of the ALFS thus also decreases with 
1/time accordingly. 
 
 
 
 

Comparison between lava currents and 
analog experiments 
 

The expression of the thermal budget 
introduced here as equation 3 includes a 
transient term which can be compared with 
the “dynamic” proxy introduced through 
analog experiments by Garel et al. (2012, 
2014, 2015). These experiments explored 
how a cooling gravity current attains thermal 
steady state after an initial transient time. In 
the isoviscous gravity currents of Garel et al. 
(2012) the advection of heat was only a 
“passive tracer” that did not affect the 
movement of the gravity current. If an open 
system is defined by an arbitrary, fixed 
boundary placed inside the stationary 
current, then such a system will always 
attain a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) 
in which both heat and mass budgets are 
balanced. In the thermal image of Figure 
20a, the flow had already progressed beyond 
the boundary of the field of view imaged and 

 

 
 
Figure 20. Gravity currents from Garel et al. (2012, 2014, 2015). (a) Isoviscous gravity flow in thermal 
steady state propagating radially from a source (va). Section va-ra is used for the relative temperature 
profile given above (after Garel et al. 2015). (b) Solidifying flow. White dashed line encloses the 
surface with T > 37°C (labeled NESS_b), which is the solidification temperature of the fluid (PEG). 
Line vb-rb is used for the relative temperature profile given at top of figure. F998, F682 and F538 indicate 
the axis of the main active currents at different times: t = 998 s, t = 682 s, and t = 538 s, respectively 
(after Garel et al. 2015). 
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attained a steady state condition (see Garel 
et al. 2012 for details). Owing to the 
stationary state of the ALFS throughout the 
field of view, it is possible to trace an 
arbitrary limit defining a system in which 
both mass and heat budgets are balanced 
(e.g. NESS_a1 and NESS_a2, Figure 18a). 
Such a system is akin to the system 
presented in Figure 3 (i.e. a channel section, 
in this case for a river). In this case, there is 
no mass outflow from the system by cooling 
and solidification, which is the case in an 
ALFS where mass is transferred to the “lava 
deposit” system. An isoviscous gravity 
current is similar to a sheet flow of 
pahoehoe due to the thickness limit to 
vertical growth, but striking differences are 
present, for example an opposite surface 
thermal profiles are obtained (cf Figures 4 
and 20a) and a static radiating region is 
obtained by the experiment, as opposed to a 
dynamic one in a lava sheet flow, where the 
hotter region moves outwards following the 
propagating boundary of the flow unit (e.g. 
Harris et al. 2007c). 

In the solidifying currents presented by 
Garel et al. (2014), the transition from liquid 
to solid mimics the transition from an ALFS 
to a “lava deposit” system (Figure 20b). 
During the experiments of Garel et al. 
(2014), the threshold defined by the 
solidifying temperature of the fluid captures 
the extent of the liquid system (the ALFS), 
and indicates attainment of a quasi-steady 
state after a given transient time (Figure 
12b). This case is akin to a channelized flow, 
with there being a similar trend in the 
surface thermal and radiative power profiles 
between the experiment and natural cases 
(cf Figures 4, 12 and 20). An additional 
similarity is the repeated changes of the 
main direction of flow advance (Figure 20b), 
which is typical of channelized flows (e.g. 
Guest et al. 1987, Figure 12e). However, 
although the end result is the same, there 
are significant differences between the two 

processes at work. For example, the 
transients in the radiative power observed 
during the emplacement of a channelized 
flow field (Figure 12d-e) are due to a 
diversion process that repeatedly beheads 
active flow units, which then stagnate and 
cool, and feed development of new 
branches. In the case of the experiments, the 
transients in the radiated power are instead 
due to sudden overflows to cause a higher 
amount of hot fluid to be exposed that then 
undergo rapid cooling (see Garel et al. 2014 
for further details). By comparing the two 
processes, we see that while a diversion 
halts the increase in radiated power, an 
overflow triggers an increase. I thus find 
that, although channelized flows and PEG 
currents are similar in many respects, a real 
analog for the process at the heart of the 
dynamics of channelized flows is not well-
expressed in the experiments of Garel et al. 
(2014, 2015). The overflow process is instead 
more akin to the breakouts iteratively 
forming at the front of inflating sheet flows, 
although the surface thermal profiles have 
opposite trends (cf Figures 4 and 20). 
 
Conclusions and perspectives 

 
In reviewing empirical, physical, 

modeled and measured relations between 
mass and energy fluxes at active lava flow 
units, I have set the state of current 
knowledge within the basic framework of 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics. By 
treating the flowing portion of the system as 
an open, non-equilibrium system, the 
physical basis for the thermal approach 
becomes clearer, and the initial transient 
time necessary to attain a steady state can 
be explained in terms of physical, 
morphological and dynamic processes. The 
emerging picture is that a lava flow behaves 
both (i) as a gravity-driven flow advancing 
towards the steepest slope, and (ii) as a 
“lava current”, which through analogy with 
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an electric current, is controlled by the least 
dissipation principle. Analysis of 
observations and measurements of actual 
lava flows highlights that the combined 
effect of the two principles applies so that 
gravity (i.e. the topography) is the dominant 
control during system expansion, and 
determines the direction of propagation (i.e. 
the path of the circuit), driving the system 
towards its maximum extent and maximum 
rate of mass release. The higher the slope 
(or the resistivity), the shorter the expected 
runout (Figure 18). The least dissipation 
principle, then, applies to mature portions of 
flow units, where increasing insulation over 
time increases the maximum possible 
runout. Thus, lava moving over flat areas can 
potentially travel further than lava moving 
down steep slopes. This apparently 
counterintuitive conclusion is consistent 
with documented extremely long (and 
comparatively thin) lava flows on flat land 
(e.g. Keszthelyi and Pieri 1993; Stephenson 
et al. 1998; Solana et al. 2004; Nemeth et al. 
2008; Giacomini et al. 2009; Murcia et al. 
2014; Bernardi et al. 2015), with the huge 
extent of flood basalts (e.g. Self et al. 1997; 
Keszthelyi et al. 2006; Bryan et al. 2010) and 
with the long runout of Martian lava flows, 
because lower gravity is functionally 
equivalent to a lower slope (e.g. Zimbelman 
1998; Baloga et al. 2003; Rowland et al. 
2004; Garry et al. 2007). 

A critical difference between electric 
currents and lava flows is that the motion of 
electrons in a wire is almost instantaneous, 
while lavas build up a “slow-motion” lava-
circuit over days, weeks or months along a 
gravity-driven path. A straightforward 
consequence of this slow downhill 
progression is that completion of the “lava-
circuit” (and hence establishment of steady 
state) fails if supply is cut before attainment 
of stationary conditions (Figure 13). 
Interestingly, if an effusive eruption lasts 
long enough, the dynamics of real lava flows 

promote significant fluctuations in heat 
dissipation even in the case of constant 
supply, which is the result of repeated 
natural diversions (or lava-structural 
relaxations) which reset the system, which 
might have otherwise approached steady 
state, with a balanced heat budget. This 
evidence highlights a critical aspect of the 
“dynamic” nature of the thermal signal of 
lava flows, which is supported by the 
experimental analysis of Garel et al. (2012, 
2014, 2015). 

If an effusive eruption lasts long 
enough under a steady supply rate, a 
characteristic average duration of flow units 
tends to emerge, i.e. the structural 
relaxation time τs. The limited life span, if 
other conditions remain constant (e.g. lava 
characteristics), results in a specific limit of 
length, and this limit, in the non-equilibrium 
framework, replaces the concept of cooling-
limited length of lava flows. 

The duration (or relaxation time τs) of 
lava flow units has received little attention in 
the literature, probably because this 
parameter has been expected to be a simple 
outcome of the cooling-induced limit in 
length. This explain why a great effort has 
been produced to constrain the changes in 
viscosity (e.g. Giordano et al. 2008; Harris 
and Allen 2008; Costa et al. 2009; Vona et al. 
2011; Pistone et al. 2012). Here it is shown 
that τs is not simply determined by an 
increasing viscosity, and that a 
comprehensive analysis of τs for different 
emplacement conditions and different types 
of flow units is highly desirable in order to 
better assess the different factors that 
determine this crucial parameter, which has 
a strong impact on the development of long-
lasting compound lava flow fields. 

The introduction of the ALFS and the 
consequent analysis of its evolution with 
time, with continuous mass transfer to the 
lava deposit system, has substantial 
implications for lava flow simulations and 
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modeling (e.g. Crisci et al. 2010; Ganci et al. 
2012; Bernabeu et al. 2013; Cappello et al. 
2015; Cordonnier et al. 2015; Fujita and 
Nagai 2015; Kelfoun and Vargas 2015; 
Tarquini and Favalli 2013, 2015; Mossoux et 
al. 2016). Lava flow models should account 
for the possible onset of a structural 
relaxation time τs and should account for the 
mass partition between ALFS and lava 
deposit system, with consequent 
modification of the topography. Here I have 
provided preliminary insights about the 
partition of the erupted lava between the 
ALFS and the lava deposit system for the two 
cases considered, and this new perspective 
needs to be more widely explored in order 
to fully exploit the insights that can be 
gained. 

Finally, as long ago suggested by 
Walker (1973), an additional straightforward 
implication of lava flow emplacement 
dynamics is in the interpretation of volcanic 
landforms (e.g. Karatson et al. 2010; Grosse 
et al. 2014; Pedersen and Grosse 2014) 
because the erupted lava is distributed on 
the existing topography through the iterative 
formation of flow units. The non-equilibrium 
perspective introduced here simply provides 
some additional clues as to how flow units 
develop. 
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